
Sharing Life's Moments







Whether you're 
the kind of person

who simply 
love your pet too

much;



Or the one who
brings home 

every little lost
soul;



Maybe you're the
one who cries,
running to the
bathroom 
every time you see
an animal on TV!  



Or maybe the
vegetarian &
activist who fights
for their rights!  



Maybe you like
animals way

more than
people.... 



Or the one who
gets their dog's

name tattooed on
their arm..



Maybe you're the
one who gives
them a second
chance, adopting
them from shelters
wherever you can... 



Do you 
cringe at the 

thought of them
having to fight each

other for sport.



Or maybe you 
stand behind our
team fighting for
against the live
export horror. . 



If you can relate to any of
these emotions....

THEN YOU ARE PART OF
OUR PACK! 



 
& why you should should be part of it 

 

���������



 

The National Councel of SPCA's are the soldiers on the frontline!
Those who dedicated their lives to saving animals! From fighting for
the rights of animals used for science, live exports and sports, all the

way to stop abuse, care for those who've been thrown away, and
giving hope to those who have none left.  

Now we're calling all the humans out there who want to help make
their work possible.. you need to join THE CARDIES PACK!  

To start with, get your buffs, socks and bracelets exclusively from
Cardies stores, nationwide!  By wearing these items, you become
part of the elite group of humans who care for animals. It's also so

much more than just caring.. We're donating a portion of the profits
to the NSPCA to enable them to do what we can't. 

 

 

We stand with the soldiers of the NSPCA!  



WELCOME TO THE
CARDIES PACK

By wearig your Pack Gear, you are part of the 
Pack that makes a difference for the animals!  



Stainless Steel Bracelets



Neon Beaded Bracelets





Multi-functional buffs



Black & White Socks
















